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I’ve always found breasts… comforting. That must sound weird coming from a

guy, but like Popeye says, I am what I am. It isn’t even a sexual thing, as such.

I’ve always appreciated the chests of past girlfriends, but not over and above any

other part of their physique—or their personality, for that matter. I’m not one of

those ‘shallow hals’ who focuses on one aspect of a woman and ignores the fact

that she’s a real person in her own right. Nonetheless, there’s just something about

a breast that I find calming; an oasis of peace in a world gone mad.

That’s why I decided to get implants. It sort of makes sense, doesn’t it? If you like

something a lot, why not snag a pair of your own? This was right around the time

my sister passed away—complications from adult measles, if you must know, and

damn those anti-vaxxers anyway. It left me all alone in the world.

Cheryl and I were raised by a single mother, and when she passed (cancer) a few

years back Cheryl moved into her condo. I got enough cash from Mom’s estate to

settle my student loans, but after that I had to rent while working one McJob after

another because there isn’t much call for PolySci grads these days—or any days,

if I’m being honest. Cheryl made out better as a secretary, though a fat lot of good

it did her in the end. She picked up the virus that killed her from some guy in the

firm who drank deep of internet propaganda and didn’t vaccinate his son before

sending him to school. Thankfully, the kid survived. My sister didn’t.

Anyway, back to the breasts. I moved into Cheryl’s condo less than a week after

the funeral; not because I was so anxious to take over, but because it was the end

of the month and I didn’t want to fork over another rent check. My landlord took

pity and let me leave straight away; which sounds pretty generous, but actually he

had somebody else lined up for my old place. Somebody less weird than me and

with a better figure, if you apprehend my meaning.

I was between jobs (such as they were), but I was picking up enough online work

to get by—now that I had a place to call my own, and with a condo fee well below

what I’d been paying in rent. So I decided to take some of the cash Cheryl had

squirreled away and put it into a pair of saline gel ‘dual-lumen’ implants. They

have a pair of chambers, one inside the other, that can be filled with either gel or

fluid, which makes them move far more naturally than old-style implants.

Where do I sign, right? It’s a pretty simple procedure these days, although in my

case it did require two steps; the first being a temporary tissue expander to stretch

the skin of my chest so it could accommodate a pair of sweet C-cup implants.
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Long story short: a month after moving into my new pad, I was the proud owner

of more or less the same rack my sister once sported. No accident there: we were

close to the same height and weight, so it only made sense to take advantage of the

fact that the condo came pre-equipped with bras in my new size.

Life was sweet. I wore a brassiere pretty near 24/7, and covered up with a loose

sweatshirt whenever I had to go out. That worked fine for about three-quarters of

the year—nobody seemed to notice, or if they did they never mentioned it—and

I’d worry about high summer when the time came.

But as the saying goes, you can’t eat just one cookie. Or was that nuts?

Either way, it didn’t take long for me to realize that once you have the right chest

in place, the waist must soon follow. It wasn’t like I was overweight; I was

actually pretty slim as guys go, no beer belly or anything. I didn’t drink and I did

what I could to keep in shape, often jazzercising in the privacy of the condo.

Still… flat it might be, but there was no curve to my tummy, no flair. So I started

wearing a basic waist nipper while I was at home, sometimes sleeping with it too.

Then I graduated to the steel-boned corset Cheryl was hiding at the bottom of her

lingerie drawer, and only wore the nipper when I went out. It seemed to work, if

only because I wasn’t eating nearly as much: my waist shrank, I lost weight, and

my figure developed a bit of that hoped-for flair.

But I couldn’t stop there either. I got yet more flair by wearing a pair of high-waist

womens briefs with extra padding around the hips; those I actually had to order

online, since Cheryl never had the need. With the pads, my figure was virtually

identical to hers. I knew that because her clothes fit me like a glove. By that time

I’d taken to wearing a skirt and blouse around the condo—the stuff was there so

why not use it?—and when I put on the bodycon cocktail sheath she often wore to

parties, with a full slip underneath, you literally couldn’t tell I wasn’t her.
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Ah… I tell a lie, of course. To make my body fit the image I had to start shaving

my arms and legs. That was no big deal, because I’d never had much body hair.

Even my chest hadn’t required much prep work in that regard. Within a few weeks

I was waxing two or three times a week—and wearing Cheryl’s nylons.

Another wee lie; or rather, a sin of omission. Some of the gains I mentioned may

(just maybe) have been due in part to the fact that I was popping my sister’s birth

control pills from Day 1. They only lasted a few weeks, but the clinic that installed

my breasts suggested that a daily dose of estrogen, which they duly dispensed,

might be useful for maintaining the figure I wanted—not to mention softening my

complexion and stopping body hair from growing. They seemed to think that my

getting implants was part of some kind of gender transition, but that wasn’t the

case at all. I just liked having breasts. All the other stuff came along-with because

breasts have to be placed in their proper feminine context. It’s like decorating your

living room: if you buy a really fancy couch in a particular style, you can’t just

surround it with a bunch of old furniture you dragged in from the curb. Not a

chance. You have to acquire pieces to compliment the couch, that match its style.

For me, that meant waist-training, shaving my body, and wearing a low-cut dress

or blouse to show off a bit of cleavage. When you’ve got it, flaunt it.

You can probably guess where this is going.

It started to weird me out, seeing my nondescript old boy-head floating around

atop my sister’s reasonably bodacious body. It just looked wrong, like finding a

child’s drawing stuck to the wall in an art gallery. With everything else I had done

to place my breasts—and cleavage in particular—into a female-centric context,

my head just wasn’t pulling its weight. It needed an upgrade.

My hair was on the long side to begin with, even before I moved in, and it grew

quite a bit in the months that followed. The hormones probably helped. I had been

pulling it back into a basic ponytail, but when I realized what had to be done I bit

the bullet and made an appointment at a nearby salon.

As it turned out, my sister had been there herself, more than a few times—which

wasn’t really a surprise given that I got the number from a card stuck to her fridge.

“Ms. Wexler,” the girl at the desk said, “so nice to see you again.”

By this time I was feminine enough in appearance to pass as a woman without

really trying, and the fact I was wearing a skirt and blouse likely didn’t hurt either.

Given all that, the same last name and the family resemblance, it shouldn’t have

come as a shock when they called me by Cheryl’s name. But it did.

The stylist was a middle-aged lady with a perky up-do. “There’s my girl,” she

said, like we were old friends. “It’s been too long, Cheryl. Where you been?”
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“Uh… death in the family,” I muttered, which was true enough.

“Oh no… I am sorry.” She rubbed my shoulders, then ran her fingers through my

hair. I saw her grimace in the mirror. “No wonder you—oh well! There’s nothing

like a new ‘do to make a girl feel better, amiright?”

She was right, although the ‘new do’ she gave me was strangely similar to the one

Cheryl used to wear—only longer. I won’t bore you with the details. Suffice to say

that it involved shampoo, conditioner, volumizing the roots, a large set of Velcro

rollers, a careful blow-dry taking care to preserve the curls, hairspray for a firm

hold, and a gentle brushing. It took more than an hour.

“There you go,” Pam said (I heard someone call her that). “Good as new.”

I was in shock as she angled a

hand mirror behind my head

so I could inspect what she’d

done. My new mane spilled

halfway down my back—had

it been that long?—falling

straight to a point just

below my ears, then

erupting into a thick

mass of loose waves

and curls. I could

scarcely believe that

such an irredeemably

feminine head of hair

truly belonged to me,

but seeing is believing.

Pam gave me a quick hug at

the door. “If you don’t mind

my asking, luv—and I’ll zip

my lip if you do—who died?”

Surprisingly, I didn’t have to give it much thought. The answer came to me in a

flash, when I saw my reflection in the mirror behind the front desk. For an instant

I thought I was looking at Cheryl, back from the grave and probably mad as hell

that I’d been wearing her stuff. But it was only me—the new me. That’s when I

realized what was happening; what I’d been doing to myself.

“I don’t mind,” I said, sighing on the inside. “It was my brother. Wyatt.”

“So sorry.” She gave my hand a quick squeeze. “Were the two of you close?”
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I smiled sadly and shook my head, feeling the gentle tug of long hair across my

shoulders. “Not really. But I think we could’ve been.”

~

Cheryl had left me no shortage of 

makeup and other beauty products 

to complete the job. It even made 

me wonder if, somehow, she might 

have known that one day I would 

put it all to good use in taking this 

final step of turning myself into 

her. Because when I think back on 

all that I’ve done, it seems to me 

that this is how it had to turn out. 

Cheryl’s breasts really wouldn’t 

look right anywhere but on her. 

So maybe it was inevitable, in the 

end, that this is what I’d become.

Being Cheryl was easier than you’d think. The neighbors assumed that my sister

had returned, after an absence during which some male relative—possibly her

brother—apartment-sat for her. Needless to say, I did nothing that might persuade

them otherwise. I carried the right cards to identify me as Cheryl, but I was careful

to avoid using them in any official situation; no buying stuff or trying to pass

myself off as her to a cop. To all levels of government I was still Wyatt Wexler.

For that reason, I carried two licenses while driving her car.

I did ultimately figure a way around that sort of confusion, although it took awhile

to put into effect. I just changed my name to Cheryl; same family name, different

given name. Nothing wrong with that, is there? The government wasn’t confused.

One Cheryl Wexler, with a given ID number, was desceased. Another Cheryl

Wexler, brother to the first and a year younger, with a different ID number, was

still alive. To a computer, or a bureaucrat, that’s not confusing at all.

To everyone else, I was just Cheryl. Even her friends seemed to accept that there

must have been some confusion about which one of us had died; there had been no

funeral and no public announcement. One or two of the girls she knew best may

have guessed the truth, but for them the new Cheryl seemed to be an acceptable

substitute. I also managed to find work as a secretary, based on my resume as

Cheryl, which was the only out-and-out fib I ever had to tell. Honest!

My breasts are the centerpiece of my life. They look great and so do I.  �



Bonus Caption
Possible title for this piece:

Just Call Me Smithers

You tell me: what well-
known character in a 
certain long-running 
TVseries would totally 
do this if the bodysuit 
technology existed for 
him to pull off this sort 
of impersonation?

Correct! The answer is, 
of course, one Waylon 
Smithers, the repressed 
and frustrated assistant 
to the aged Mr. Burns.

Quite frankly: I want to 
see that episode! Would 
Smithers reveal himself 
after one roll in the hay? 
Or would he make the 
deception last as long as 
humanly possible?

Even bigger question: 
would Mr. Burns be able 
to satisfy the now very 
female Smithers in bed?

Far more likely, I think, 
is that thirty long years 
of anticipation would 
end in disappointment. 
Such is Waylon’s lot in 
life. Maybe he should go 
after Duffman instead.


